Growdiesel Venture Fund
A platform for building real cleanfuel companies & Green jobs
I am delighted and thankful to Skill Council for Green Jobs-an initiative of Ministry of
New and Renewable Energy to nominate us on Governing Council.
Growdiesel Ventures- “a cleanfuel startup accelerator” shall support “Start-up &
Stand-up India Initiative”. Growdiesel is committed to accelerate Indian Cleanfuel
Ecosystem and one can expect it to really grow multifold in next 3-5 years. We are
all set to invest in Indian cleanfuel start-ups.
Growdiesel has pledged that it shall help entrepreneurs to establish cleanfuel
projects using Growdiesel proprietary technologies. Growdiesel shall put young
Indian citizens on driving seat for sustainable economic growth and make India self
reliant in fuel.
The accelerator will support scalable projects that have deep environment and social
impact through GOA “Growdiesel Opportunity accelerators”. All those
entrepreneurs who successfully become GOA shall get a certificate, technology and
infrastructure support from Growdiesel to set up a GOAL.
Growdiesel Ventures Limited will support each GOA to set up GOAL
“Growdiesel Opportunity Accelerator Lab” a billion dollar Biofuel Unicorn. Main
objective of GOAL shall be to create a value chain for production of cleanfuels using
Growdiesel technologies.
Growdiesel is inviting applications from passionate individuals to join as GOA and
get a chance for acceleration and own a biofuel Unicorn GOAL. Each new cleanfuel
enterprise shall create 1000 green jobs and green economic opportunities for over
10000 people.
Looking forward to work together to make this world a better place to live,
Atul Saxena,
Founder & CEO, Growdiesel Ventures Limited
Chief Climate Savior, AtmosCare Alliance

About Build Your Own Unicorn Program
as
GOA- Growdiesel Opportunity Accelerator
Growdiesel Ventures Limited seeks to select limited number of ethical individuals and
groom them with technology, capital and hand holding so that each of them can build
his/her own Unicorn. Participants will be high potential youngster with a vision. GOA will
fast track their journey to entrepreneurship roles.
It is an intensive 18-month program that participants can complete while continuing to work
in their current organizations, studies and roles. The Program leverages multiple modes
including 18 days of residential sessions at GOA campus spread over the program. Post
these 18 months, participants experience a vibrant alumni program combined with online
resources and networking events.
A dedicated Project Management Officer (PMO) will anchor the program, knit all the various
moving parts together for the participants and ensure research, communication, tracking
and monitoring.

GOA Eligibility Criteria
This is a rigorous program. It will require the highest levels of passion, dedication,
commitment, self-discipline and resilience to embark on a tough, challenging and exciting
leadership journey through GOA.
Individuals who meet the following eligibility criteria are welcome to apply:




Passionate about fuel independence for India
Willing to undergo grass root level experience is critical
Proven ability to deliver results

Disclaimer: We encourage and actively support diversity of all kinds and do not discriminate
based on gender, disability, marital status, race, colour, caste, religion and social status

GOA selection process
Step 1: Send us enclosed application form. Applicants selected in this step will proceed to
the next step
Step 2: Appear in a written test.
Step 3: Attend a skype discussion.
Step 4: Attend a final panel discussion

GOA Course Contents

The Intensive 18 Months program consists of the following components. Detailed modules
and coverage will be shared closer to the start of the program
1. 18-day fulltime course at GOA, in blocks of 2 days; each block occurring every quarter,
starting in batches
2. Any residential component will be interspersed with online courses, assessments, action
learning projects and peer learning components
3. Every participant will be assigned to a mentor – a senior leader from the Biofuel sector,
to review the learning journey, to help trouble shoot, to provide guidance and support
4. Every participant will also be provided a coach – a trained expert who will guide the
learning process through the journey

Program Fees: The fee for GOA Program is INR 5,00,000. This program fee includes the
amount towards the residential component. The remaining amount is towards the other
multiple components of GOA program which will span across the intensive phase of 18
months, such as the 3 day orientation workshop, Mentoring, Coaching, Assessment Gates,
Exposure visits, Action learning events, Practical site visits etc. We understand that the
training budgets of some of the participants may be limited. We do not want this to be a
reason to lose out on a quality and high potential candidate. 100% scholarships will be
awarded to deserving candidates in the event that the participants are unable to pay fees
for the program (Eligibility for scholarships will be assessed on a case to case basis)

